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What did we make?
Minibeast Heroes is a series of short, animated 
explainers for lower primary school students 
about insects and their role in the 
environment.

Produced by ABC Research & Development with 
ABC Education, the project was created using 
emerging visual production tools, and 
delivered multiple content outputs for a range of 
digital platforms.
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Production output = multiple deliverables + destinations

Animation 
explainer 
videos

Room-scale 
VR for public 
spaces

HTML5 
Rotatable bugs 
(for desktop + mobile)

AR 
experiments

x 3 x 1 x 1 x 2x 6 episodes 
(2 min 30 secs each)

x 1 supercut 
(15 mins)

‘Making of’ 
video

x 1

R+D

R+D

ABC Education and R+D – Minibeast Heroes

360 video 
teaser

Teacher 
toolkits 
(inc. ABC Archives 
content)

x 6

R+D





Testing
VIRTUAL 
PRODUCTION
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Virtual Production means recreating aspects of 
film production in a computer-generated, real-
time environment.  This can include camera 
movement, lighting, VFX, location and 
performance.



THE PRODUCTION IS ALL VIRTUAL
Because all of the visual story elements are 
together in the game engine (i.e. Unity or 
Unreal), the virtual production team can instantly 
change camera settings, lighting and visual 
effects for a scene between takes (and later in 
post).
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Carl’s movement data was live-
mapped to a 3D character.

DEAKIN VIRTUAL 
PRODUCTION STUDIO



USE WITH PRE-ANIMATED CONTENT
Because insects can’t be motion 
captured, we added animated bugs to 
the real-time visualisation.
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Storytelling is spatial — your 
3D environments will be 
created to work in the game 
engine in 360 degrees.

You have the option to map 
out the performance in the 
studio with floor maps, and 
then create a shot list.  

CREATIVE 
FREEDOM

TOP 
TAKEAWAYS
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Testing
PHOTOGRAMMERTY
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WHAT WE DID

We sourced insects for us and 
then took over 8000 macro 
photographs of each one from 
every angle.

Next, they tried using 
photogrammetry software to 
generate 3D models of the 
bugs.
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Macro photos of our original 
European Honey Bee



The photogrammetry software worked better for some 
bugs than others (the shiny ones worked best!)

Blue Banded Bee
(smooth fur, not fluffy)

European Honey Bee
(very furry = nightmare!)



To counter this, Pixelcase 
used a hybrid process that 
combined photogrammetry 
data with textures made by a 
3D artist (based on their 
reference macro photos of the 
bee).
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THINGS 
PHOTOGRAMMETRY 
IS GREAT FOR

REALISM

It copies real things.  It’s 
especially good for objects with 
hard, shiny surfaces.

It’s also great for creating realistic 
3D environments for immersive 
experiences.
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Final render of our 
European Honey Bee



European Honey Bee 
interactive for ABC 
Education



Minibeasts To The Max
room-scale VR



Skills and 
Knowledge in an age 
of STEM and a ‘New 

Work Reality’.
Report: FYA, The New Work 
Reality

Source: FYA, The New Work Reality, https://www.fya.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/2018/06/FYA_TheNewWorkReality_sml.pdf



To ensure young Australians are prepared and 
equipped with the skills and capabilities required to 

successfully navigate their futures there is an 
urgent need to: 

Encourage young people to choose pathways that 
will equip them with enterprise skills that are 

portable to many jobs in their future which are key to 
successful transitions



What are ‘Enterprise Skills’?

Source: FYA, The New Work Reality, https://www.fya.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/2018/06/FYA_TheNewWorkReality_sml.pdf



A Challenge: ‘soft’ 
skills cannot be 

developed without 
content knowledge



Work & careers 
aside, what would 

we hope all citizens 
of the world should 

be able to do?

Literate and numerate so that 
everyone has an opportunity to 
participate and understand life 
in everyday society, wherever 
that may be. 

Citizens who can make informed 
decisions for themselves using  
critical skills of analysis.

Citizens to be active, critical 
thinkers, readers and 
consumers of media and 
information made available to 
them in this information 
saturated world. 



Thank you.

abc.net.au/education

annabel.astbury@abc.net.au


